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Executive Summary

New governors are getting ready to take office in 20 states, from Florida to Alaska. As America’s newly elected governors prepare to take on their states’ biggest challenges, they should prioritize taking bold action on the greatest challenge of our time: climate change.

Governors have extensive power to reduce carbon pollution and put their states on a path to clean energy – often with just a stroke of the pen. Over the last decade, governors have adopted sweeping emission reduction goals, accelerated the transition to clean energy, forged regional agreements to tackle climate change, and appointed leaders of state agencies empowered to implement policies to reduce pollution in buildings, at electric utilities, in transportation and throughout the economy.

States with newly elected governors are home to 150 million people and emit 2.1 billion metric tons of carbon dioxide emissions each year – 45 percent of the United States total and more than any other country besides China and India. The 12 actions highlighted in this report can be taken by many of America’s new governors right now – making an immediate difference in the fight against global warming.

Figure ES-1. States with New Governors for 2019 Account for 45 Percent of U.S. Climate Emissions
Governors should set ambitious goals for reducing carbon pollution and accelerate the transition to clean energy.

- **Action #1: Set a strong statewide emission reduction goal.** An ambitious emission reduction goal can focus the efforts of state agencies and rally the public behind climate solutions. In California, Governor Jerry Brown’s 2015 order establishing a 40 percent emission reduction target led the state legislature to adopt the target by law one year later.³

- **Action #2: Set strong clean energy and energy reduction goals.** Clean energy goals help focus state agencies and the public on charting a path to less energy waste and more renewable energy. In New Jersey, Governor Phil Murphy’s offshore wind goal led to the nation’s largest offshore wind solicitation to date.

- **Action #3: Set goals for electric vehicles.** Electric vehicle (EV) goals help states measure the progress of policies such as rebates, commercial fleet programs and expansion of EV charging infrastructure, while highlighting the need for additional policies. In Oregon, Governor Kate Brown’s executive order establishing a state EV goal also directed state agencies to begin rulemaking for an EV rebate program, and to plan and budget for the installation of EV charging infrastructure.⁴

- **Action #4: Set a waste reduction goal.** The process of producing and disposing of goods is responsible for 42 percent of all U.S. greenhouse gas emissions. A waste reduction goal can drive states to adopt policies to increase recycling, reduce packaging, or create composting programs. In Maryland, former Governor Martin O’Malley set a goal for the state to divert 85 percent of its waste away from landfills by 2040 and achieve an 80 percent recycling rate.

Governors can ensure state governments “lead by example” by requiring state agencies to make climate-friendly purchasing decisions.

- **Action #5: Direct state agencies to deploy clean energy.** State governments spend more than $11 billion each year on energy.⁵ Governors can direct state agencies to reduce energy use and purchase clean energy. In Massachusetts, former Governor Deval Patrick’s directive led to state operations reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 28 percent, increasing solar energy capacity nearly 400-fold, and lowering fuel oil consumption for heating by more than 19 million gallons.⁶

- **Action #6: Direct state agencies to adopt and encourage electric vehicles.** Governors can require state agencies to shift toward electric vehicle fleets and encourage transit agencies and education departments adopt electric buses. The nine governors who signed onto the Multi-State ZEV Task Force agreed to accelerate state agency adoption of zero-emission vehicles as one measure to help achieve a goal of 3.3 million ZEVs on the road across participating states by 2025.

- **Action #7: Direct state agencies to reduce waste from state operations.** State governments are major consumers of disposable goods, and initiatives to reduce waste and increase recycling can make an important impact. Some best practices recommended by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency include purchasing products in bulk, making paper documents available electronically, reusing cardboard moving boxes, reusing office furniture and supplies, and using durable dining ware. In Pennsylvania, former Governor Ed Rendell directed state government to procure Energy Star and other efficient products, and to develop conservation measures for all state-owned buildings.⁷
Governors often have the power to make policy decisions with lasting benefits for the climate.

- **Action #8: Set strong energy building codes.** Homes, offices and other buildings account for almost 40 percent of U.S. energy use. Some governors have the authority to initiate the code amendment process and to recommend improvements in efficiency and clean energy readiness, particularly in states where building codes are amended at the state level through a regulatory rather than legislative process. In Oregon, Governor Kate Brown directed the amendment of state building codes to require, by 2025, that new homes and commercial buildings meet stringent efficiency standards and be constructed to accommodate installation of solar panels and EV charging.

- **Action #9: Shift transportation spending and policies to support low-carbon modes.** Transportation is the nation’s leading source of global warming pollution in the U.S. Many governors are empowered through state transportation departments to allocate federal and state transportation funds. By focusing additional resources on low-emission transportation modes like walking, biking and public transit, and changing state policies that hinder those modes, governors can reduce the climate impact of transportation. In Delaware, former Governor Jack Markell directed the Delaware Department of Transportation to, whenever possible, improve infrastructure for walking or biking when building or maintaining roadway.

- **Action #10: Incentivize electric vehicles and adopt Cleaner Cars standards.** Governors can direct state agencies to incentivize electric vehicles in a variety of ways. In some states, governors can initiate the process of adopting the cleaner vehicle standards currently in place in California and 12 other states, which set greenhouse gas standards for vehicles and increase the availability of zero-emission vehicles. In Colorado, Governor John Hickenlooper began the process of adopting cleaner vehicle standards through an executive order in 2018.

Governors can limit or slow the production of climate-altering fossil fuels.

- **Action #11: Limit new fossil-fuel infrastructure.** Infrastructure for the production and transportation of fossil fuel – including wells, refineries, pipelines and shipping terminals – typically requires state permitting and approval. By setting high environmental standards for these facilities, or denying permission for them to operate, governors can limit the production or flow of fossil fuels through their state. In Pennsylvania, Governor Tom Wolf issued an executive order reinstating a moratorium on new leases for oil and gas development in state parks and forests.

Governors can rally neighboring states to join regional agreements to address climate change.

- **Action #12. Collaborate in regional climate initiatives.** Electric grids, highways and pipelines cross state lines. Collaborative efforts among states can make certain types of climate action easier and create a “race to the top” dynamic that leads to more ambitious action. By entering or forming partnerships with neighboring states, governors can push forward region-wide action to reduce global warming pollution, and enlist a broad set of resources across state lines for achieving climate progress. In Virginia, former Governor Terry McAuliffe’s executive order set the state on a course to take part in the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative, a regional power plant emissions cap-and-invest program.

In addition to these specific actions, governors can use their appointment power to name climate champions to key posts in state government.

Because each state has different laws, the actions new governors can take will vary by state. But by taking action where possible, governors have an opportunity to make a meaningful difference in the effort to protect their states and the world from the worst impacts of global warming.
Imagine that you had the power to reduce your state’s contribution to global warming. Tomorrow. With a stroke of a pen.

What would you do first?

Twenty newly elected governors in states across the country will wake up one morning in January with that power in their hands. In the U.S. system of government, states have the power to make a tremendous difference in the fight against global warming. And as elected officials with the power to appoint the heads of state agencies, propose budgets, spend money, set policy, issue executive orders, and use their “bully pulpit” to rally the public, governors have tremendous influence over their states’ responses to climate change.

Actions taken by leading states are already ensuring that the United States will continue to act on climate, despite President Trump’s decision to withdraw from the Paris Climate Agreement. Emission reduction commitments made to date by states, cities and counties will reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 500 million metric tons in 2025 when they are fully implemented. As the level of government that regulates energy utilities, transportation and building energy efficiency, states have the authority to go even further, even without action from Washington, D.C.

The days and weeks immediately following Inauguration Day 2019 represent an opportunity for newly elected governors to stake their claim to climate leadership. This report provides 12 ideas for actions that governors can take right away to reduce their states’ contribution to climate change and send a message to the nation and the world that America is “still in” the fight against global warming.
Governors Can Take Rapid Action to Reduce Climate Pollution

As new governors prepare to take office in January 2019, one of the most urgent tasks they face is to take part in the effort to prevent the worst impacts of global warming. Each new governor has the opportunity to use their executive powers to take rapid action against climate change. Many of these actions can take place immediately, or be implemented within just a few months.

In most states, the most likely avenue for governors to take rapid action is through executive orders that direct state agencies to carry out their responsibilities in ways that reduce their impact on the climate. The authority available to governors through executive order varies by state, but generally includes the power to:

- Give guidance on implementation of existing law.
- Direct agencies to implement policies related to the execution of their duties or internal management.
- Set non-binding state goals.
- Enter regional agreements with other state governments.

Each year, U.S. governors issue hundreds of executive orders on a wide variety of topics. They can be important tools for policy changes on a wide variety of issues. For example, a study published in the journal *Public Health Reports*, the official journal of the U.S. Surgeon General and the U.S. Public Health Service, found that gubernatorial executive orders can help improve public health by establishing new public health programs, directing public health agencies, and controlling state operations.

Indeed, executive orders have already been used to set climate policy for current and past state administrations. The following pages document examples from governors in 26 states, including executive orders that set emission reduction goals in North Carolina, kickstarted development of offshore wind in New Jersey, initiated efficient building code amendments in Oregon, banned fossil fuel production in state forests in Pennsylvania, and more.
In November 2018, the American people elected 20 new governors in states across the country, from Florida to Alaska. Those states are home to 150 million people, have a combined GDP of nearly $9 trillion, and each is home to its own traditions, history, laws and culture. Those states also emitted 2.1 billion metric tons of global warming pollution in 2015, accounting for 45 percent of United States emissions and more emissions than any country besides China and India.

If the United States is to do its share to prevent the worst impacts of global warming, each newly elected governor must make reducing climate emissions an immediate priority. Fortunately, as new governors take office in January, they have a suite of tools at their disposal to take rapid action.

Because each state has different laws and circumstances, the actions new governors can take will vary by state. The following pages provide 12 ideas for immediate actions that many governors are empowered to take to reduce carbon pollution, along with examples of similar steps taken by previous governors.

Figure 1. The 20 States with New Governors Account for 45 Percent of U.S. Climate Emissions
The actions fall into the following categories:

- Setting goals
- Leading by example
- Setting clean energy policy
- Limiting production of fossil fuels
- Forming regional climate agreements

**Set Goals**

By setting climate goals, governors can guide state agency rulemaking and operations, encourage new legislation, and motivate the broader public to act. In several states, executive orders have unleashed policy shifts with far-reaching consequences.

**1. Set a statewide emission reduction goal**

A goal to reduce statewide emissions can help guide a state toward a future of cleaner energy and lower carbon emissions. In some cases, executive orders have served as a catalyst for legislative action. In California, for example, Governor Jerry Brown’s 2015 order establishing a 40 percent emission reduction target led the state legislature to establish the target as law one year later.

Emissions goals can be powerful tools for organizing the public and raising awareness of the threat of climate change. In North Carolina, Governor Roy Cooper referenced the damage wrought by Hurricane Florence in announcing his executive order establishing a 40 percent emission reduction goal.

The inherently broad nature of an economy-wide goal adds to the importance of issuing accompanying directives for state agencies to draft detailed plans, strategies and technology-specific goals to help bring the overall goal within closer reach. These studies can help inform future legislative or rulemaking efforts. Governor Cooper’s goal, for example, also set a state zero-emission vehicle goal, and directed the state’s Department of Environmental Quality to develop a North Carolina Clean Energy Plan.

**Examples**

- **North Carolina, 2018, Governor Roy Cooper:** Executive Order No. 80: North Carolina’s Commitment to Address Climate Change and Transition to a Clean Energy Economy. Governor Cooper’s executive order established that North Carolina will “strive to accomplish” by 2025 a 40 percent reduction in greenhouse gas emissions below 2005 levels, an increase in the number of electric vehicles on the road to 80,000, and a reduction in energy consumption per square foot in state-owned buildings by 40 percent. Among its other provisions, the order directed the North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality to create an energy plan “that fosters and encourages the utilization of clean energy resources” and directed all cabinet agencies to “prioritize ZEVs [zero-emission vehicles] in the purchase or lease of new vehicles” and to “use ZEVs for agency business travel when feasible.”
• **California, 2018, Governor Jerry Brown: Executive Order B-55-18 to Achieve Carbon Neutrality.** This executive order established a new statewide goal “to achieve carbon neutrality as soon as possible, and no later than 2045, and achieve and maintain net negative emissions thereafter.” In addition, the executive order directed the California Air Resources Board to work with “relevant state agencies” to “develop a framework for implementation and accounting that tracks progress toward this goal.” The order also stated that all policies formed in pursuit of the carbon neutrality goal should also seek to improve air quality and “support the health and economic resiliency of urban and rural communities, particularly low-income and disadvantaged communities.”

• **Colorado, 2017, Governor John Hickenlooper: Executive Order D 2017-015 Supporting Colorado’s Clean Energy Transition.** This executive order set a goal of reducing statewide greenhouse gas emissions by more than 26 percent from 2005 levels by 2025. In addition, the order set a goal to reduce CO₂ emissions from the electricity sector by 25 percent by 2025, compared to 2012 levels, and by 35 percent no later than 2030. The order also directed various state agencies to develop a plan to build electric vehicle charging corridors across Colorado.

2. **Set clean energy and energy reduction goals**

Electricity generation accounts for 28 percent of U.S. global warming pollution, and reducing dependence on fossil fuels for the grid is necessary in order to prevent the worst impacts of global warming. At least five governors-elect have already signaled their intention to put their state on a path to being powered entirely, or almost entirely, by clean energy. Setting a clean energy goal can be a good start. Clean energy goals can help chart a path to a clean energy future, either through targets for deployment of a specific technology, or broader goals to coordinate efforts around a range of clean energy technologies.

In New Jersey, Governor Phil Murphy has set both economy-wide and technology-specific clean energy goals. Murphy issued one executive order directing state agencies to update the state’s Energy Master Plan to include a path to 100 percent clean electricity by 2050. Murphy also built on the state’s existing Offshore Wind Economic Development Act by establishing a goal of 3,500 megawatts of offshore wind and directing relevant state agencies to help achieve the goal. Following that order, New Jersey began to solicit developer proposals for a 1,100-megawatt offshore wind farm, the largest such solicitation in the U.S. to date.

Goals to reduce energy use can guide state efforts toward energy efficiency and conservation, which are among the cheapest and easiest ways for states to reduce global warming emissions. Many energy efficiency solutions are available today and can be deployed quickly. Improved efficiency also makes it easier to achieve a future renewable grid by reducing the need for new clean energy infrastructure. Legislatures can give energy reduction goals the force of law by creating policies like an energy efficiency resource standard, which generally require utilities to meet energy savings targets through customer-facing efficiency programs.

### Examples

• **New Jersey, 2018, Governor Philip Murphy: Executive Order No. 28 Committing to a Plan for 100% Clean Energy.** Governor Murphy’s executive order called for a new Energy Master Plan with directives to include a “blueprint” for 100 percent clean energy before 2050 and recommendations to set energy storage goals.

• **New Jersey, 2018, Governor Philip Murphy: Executive Order No. 8 Supporting the Development of Offshore Wind.** Murphy’s executive order directed state agencies to “take all necessary actions” under the 2010 Offshore Wind Economic Development Act to meet a goal of
3,500 megawatts of offshore wind energy by 2030. The order also directed the Board of Public Utilities to create an Offshore Wind Strategic Plan, and required the board to open a discussion with neighboring states about forming a regional collaboration to pursue offshore wind and other avenues for fighting climate change.

- **Massachusetts, 2018, Governor Charlie Baker: Offshore wind power commitment.** During his 2018 re-election campaign, Governor Charlie Baker signed a commitment to “take all necessary steps to ensure that Massachusetts remains a leader in the effort to launch the nation’s offshore wind industry.” Under the commitment, Baker pledged to fulfill and act quickly on the state’s existing offshore wind requirements, complete the study of “an additional 1,600 MW of offshore wind” by May 2019, and explore the development of a joint offshore wind procurement agreement with other New England states.

- **California, 2008, Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger: Executive Order S-14-08 Expanding California’s Renewables Portfolio Standard.** Governor Schwarzenegger’s executive order expanded the state’s renewable electricity portfolio by requiring that California’s electricity suppliers serve 33 percent of their electricity sales with renewables by 2020.

- **Colorado, 2017, Governor John Hickenlooper: Executive Order D 2017-015 Supporting Colorado’s Clean Energy Transition.** As part of the executive order targeting greenhouse gas emissions from the electricity sector, Governor Hickenlooper set a goal for Colorado to achieve “electricity savings of 2 percent of total electricity sales per year by 2020 through cost-effective energy efficiency.”

- **New York, 2018, Governor Andrew Cuomo: Executive Order to Develop an Energy Efficiency Initiative.** Governor Cuomo’s executive order directed the Department of Public Service and the New York State Energy Research and Development Authority (NYSERDA) to develop a proposal for a new energy efficiency initiative and to develop a 2025 efficiency target by Earth Day of that year. The order culminated in NYSERDA’s “New Efficiency: New York” report, which established an efficiency target of 185 trillion Btu of cumulative energy savings relative to the state’s 2025 forecast and proposed an efficiency initiative to meet that target.

---

### 3. Set an electric vehicle adoption goal

In 2016, transportation became the nation’s leading source of global warming pollution. Passenger cars and trucks are the largest source of transportation emissions, and together are responsible for nearly a quarter of U.S. global warming pollution.

The adoption of electric vehicles (EVs) is an effective tool for reducing vehicle emissions. EVs are far cleaner and more efficient than gas- and diesel-powered vehicles and, if powered by renewable energy, electric vehicles are a nearly emission-free form of transportation. A study by the Natural Resources Defense Council and the Electric Power Research Institute found that, combined with a cleaner electric grid, widespread adoption of electric vehicles could reduce annual emissions by 550 million metric tons by 2050, equivalent to taking 100 million gas-powered passenger vehicles off the road.

Governors setting an EV goal can help to ensure its success by directing state agencies to undertake supportive efforts such as providing rebates for electric vehicles, establishing programs to encourage the use of EVs in commercial fleets, and deploying EV charging infrastructure. Oregon Governor Kate Brown’s executive order establish a goal of 50,000 EVs by 2020, for example, was accompanied by an order for state agencies to begin rulemaking for an EV rebate program in support of the goal, and to plan and budget for the installation of EV charging infrastructure.
Examples

- **California, 2018, Governor Jerry Brown: Executive Order B-48-18 Zero-Emission Vehicle Executive Order.** This directed state entities to “work with the private sector and all appropriate levels of government” to put at least 5 million zero-emission vehicles (ZEVs) on the road by 2030 and develop the charging and re-fueling infrastructure to support these vehicles.

- **Oregon, 2017, Governor Kate Brown: Executive Order 17-21 Advancing Vehicle Electrification.** This order set a goal to have at least 50,000 electric vehicles registered and in operation by 2020. To facilitate this goal, the order directed the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality to oversee rulemaking for the state’s electric vehicle rebate programs, and instructed several state agencies to advise school districts and transit agencies on making decisions about bringing ZEVs into their fleets.

- **Governors of nine states, 2013: Signers of the State Zero-Emission Vehicle Programs Memorandum of Understanding.** Governors who signed the State Zero-Emission Vehicle Programs Memorandum of Understanding, the establishing document of the Multi-State ZEV Task Force, committed their states to “a collective target of having at least 3.3 million zero-emission vehicles on the road in our states by 2025,” to lead by example through state agency ZEV purchases, and to “evaluate the need for, and effectiveness of, monetary incentives to reduce the upfront purchase price of ZEVs,” among other measures.

4. Set a statewide waste reduction goal

Reducing waste is an important tool for reducing climate emissions. Landfills are the United States’ third-largest source of human-related methane emissions, a global warming pollutant many times more potent than carbon dioxide. Incinerators emit global warming pollution, along with other forms of pollution that are directly harmful to human health. The process of producing and disposing of goods – extracting resources, manufacturing goods, disposing of waste, and transporting materials throughout the process – produces 42 percent of all U.S. greenhouse gas emissions. Producing goods from recycled materials is significantly less energy intensive than from virgin inputs. Making aluminum from recycled material uses 95 percent less energy than making aluminum from raw materials.

A waste reduction goal can help states coordinate a broad variety of waste reduction efforts, from increasing recycling to reducing packaging to launching composting programs. Goals can be used to guide future legislative efforts including legislation creating or expanding state and local recycling and composting programs, laws protecting consumers’ right to repair products without voiding warranty, bans on single-use items that are not easily recyclable (like plastic bags), and laws that require producers to take more responsibility for their products during their entire lifecycle.

Executive orders to reduce waste are most effective when they include supportive policies. In Maryland, Governor Martin O’Malley’s waste reduction order also created a moratorium on new landfills and directed state agencies to reduce waste and to “consider source reduction in procurement.”

Examples

- **Maryland, 2015, Governor Martin O’Malley: Executive Order 01.01.2015.01 to Create a Zero Waste Plan for Maryland.** Governor O’Malley’s executive order set a goal for the state to divert 85 percent of its waste away from landfills by 2040 and achieve an 80 percent recycling rate. The order created a moratorium on new landfills and directed the Maryland Department of the Environment to “provide local governments with information on alternatives to land-filling.” The order was later repealed by Governor Larry Hogan and replaced with a new executive order that rescinds the moratorium on permits for new landfills and modifies the original order’s recycling goals.
Lead by Example
Governors generally have the power to make decisions over the daily operations of state agencies and have some authority over how they spend money appropriated for their use by the legislature. This includes the ability to direct agencies to adopt practices that reduce emissions. These “lead by example” measures create opportunities for immediate emission reductions, support innovative businesses, and demonstrate the potential for emission reductions to the public, businesses and local governments.

5. Direct state government to reduce energy use and install clean energy
State governments spend more than $11 billion each year on energy. Directives for state government to reduce energy use and install clean energy, therefore, can help states quickly achieve emission reductions, while also helping develop the state clean energy market.

Most states have significant opportunities to reduce energy use and install clean energy. According to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, improving efficiency in state facilities can decrease energy consumption by 35 percent in existing buildings, and by 50 percent in new or renovated buildings. And according to the American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy, by reducing state government building energy use by 20 percent, the average state can save nearly 1.2 trillion Btu of energy annually, equivalent to the annual energy use of nearly 15,000 households. States also own extensive property on which to install clean energy technologies like solar panels and electric vehicle chargers.

In addition to climate benefits, leading by example can bolster wider state efforts to transition to a clean energy system. According to the U.S. EPA, leading by example can support the development of state markets for clean energy products, make technical and financial resources available, and help develop and implement programs that can ultimately assist constituents with their own clean energy projects.

Clean energy “lead by example” programs have achieved real results. In Massachusetts, Governor Deval Patrick’s 2007 executive order called for state government to achieve a variety of clean energy and energy reduction targets. That order led to state operations reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 28 percent, increasing solar energy capacity nearly 400-fold, and lowering fuel oil consumption for heating by more than 19 million gallons.

As part of Rhode Island’s clean energy “lead by example” efforts, established through executive order by Governor Gina Raimondo in 2015, these electric vehicle chargers were installed in a state parking lot in Providence. Photo: Rhode Island Office of Energy Resources

Examples

- **Rhode Island, 2015, Governor Gina Raimondo:**
  *Executive Order 15-17 State Agencies to Lead by Example in Energy and Clean Energy.* This order created a “lead by example” program within the state’s Office of Energy Resources to “oversee and coordinate efforts at State agencies to reduce energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions.” These efforts will work toward the goals of lowering the energy consumption of state agencies to at least 10 percent below 2014 levels by 2019, as well as transitioning their buildings to be powered by
100 percent renewable energy by 2025 (subject to funding constraints). This order also seeks to make 25 percent of state agencies’ fleet purchases and leases zero-emission vehicles by 2025.72

- **New York, 2012, Governor Andrew Cuomo: Executive Order 88 Directing State Agencies and Authorities to Improve the Energy Efficiency of State Buildings.** This order directed state government to reduce the average energy use intensity in state-owned and managed buildings by 20 percent under fiscal year 2010/2011 levels by April 2020. To do this, the order created a management team that will oversee reforms and set up an energy monitoring and auditing system for large, state-owned buildings.

- **Minnesota, 2017, Governor Mark Dayton: Executive Order 17-12 Directing State Agencies to Conserve Energy and Water, and Reduce Waste to Save Money.** Governor Mark Dayton’s executive order directed state agencies to “improve their operational practices,” including reducing building energy consumption per square foot by 30 percent by 2027, reducing vehicle fleet fuel consumption by 30 percent by 2027, and ensuring that 25 percent of spending on “priority contracts” are “sustainable purchases” by 2025. To achieve these goals, the order created an “enterprise governance system” including a “sustainability steering team” and sustainability workgroups.

- **Minnesota, 2011, Governor Mark Dayton: Executive Order 11-12 Providing for Job Creation through Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Programs for Minnesota’s Public Buildings.** Dayton’s executive order directed state agencies to achieve a 20 percent reduction in energy use in state facilities and to collect data on internal energy consumption and other performance metrics. After receiving their data, state agencies are required to establish site-specific goals and work towards the implementation of renewable energy resources and energy efficiency improvements.75

- **Oregon, 2017, Governor Kate Brown: Executive Order 17-20 Accelerating Efficiency in Oregon’s Built Environment.** This order stipulated that all new state-owned buildings be carbon-neutral by 2022, and that state agencies adhere to “high performance energy use targets” when remodeling existing buildings. Additionally, the order directed the Department of Energy (ODOE) and Department of Administrative Services (DAS) to “develop a statewide plug load management strategy” to reduce energy usage of state buildings through measures like installing time-sensitive outlets. The order also directed state government to only purchase new equipment meeting high energy and water efficiency standards, and to consider the lifecycle costs for energy and water usage whenever analyzing possible upgrades.78

- **Pennsylvania, 2004, Governor Ed Rendell: Executive Order 2004-12 Energy Management and Conservation in Commonwealth Facilities.** Governor Rendell’s executive order directed the state’s Department of General Services to take on responsibility as coordinator of state efforts to reduce energy use and improve conservation in state facilities. The order directed all state agencies to develop “no-cost or low-cost energy conservation measures for all Commonwealth-owned and leased buildings” and to adopt a variety of specific measures including the reduction of energy during peak demand periods, ensuring “that lighting systems are turned off during non-operating hours,” and “conversion to more energy efficient lighting systems and bulbs as existing systems and bulbs reach the end of their life cycles.”

- **Massachusetts, 2009, Governor Deval Patrick: Executive Order 515 Establishing an Environmental Purchasing Policy.** Governor Patrick’s executive order directed all state agencies to procure environmentally responsible products and services whenever they are available, perform well and are the best value.
6. Direct state government to use electric vehicles for state fleets, public transit and schools

By one government estimate from 1996, U.S. state government fleets operate 525,000 vehicles and burn 490 million gallons of fuel each year.\(^1\) Burning that much fuel produces emissions equivalent to running a coal-fired power plant for more than a year.\(^2\)

Because state governments operate such a large number of vehicles, initiatives to adopt electric vehicles for state fleets not only reduce emissions, but also drive forward the broader electric vehicle market. State vehicles also generally follow predictable travel routes, making charging easier in states with limited charging infrastructure.

In addition, increasing use of EVs by state government:

- Grows the market for EV charging infrastructure, creating incentive for both the private and public sectors to invest in charging stations.
- Creates new comfort with EVs among government employees who drive fleet vehicles, encouraging their private use of EVs.
- Helps to establish a vibrant market for electric medium- and heavy-duty vehicles.
- Can save money over vehicle lifetimes, because charging and maintaining EVs is cheaper than for gas- and diesel-powered vehicles.\(^3\)

Governors can also create initiatives for state government to assist transit agencies and school districts in adopting electric buses. In Oregon, for example, Governor Kate Brown issued an executive order directing the state’s energy department to assist the Oregon Department of Education “in making decisions about zero emission vehicle bus options when replacing school buses,” and directed Oregon’s transportation department to similarly assist transit agencies.

Switching to electric buses has the potential to bring significant health benefits to vulnerable populations. Approximately 95 percent of America’s school buses and 60 percent of transit buses run on diesel, and exposure to diesel exhaust is associated with respiratory disease, cancer and higher mortality rates.\(^4\) Negative effects are particularly pronounced in children.\(^5\)

### Examples

- **Colorado, 2015, Governor John Hickenlooper:** *Executive Order D 2015-013 Greening of State Government.*\(^6\) This order sets a goal for a 20 percent reduction in “average petroleum-based fuel consumption per vehicle” in state agencies by 2020. To help them meet their targets, the executive order created a council to help create and implement policies that can reduce the petroleum consumption of agency fleets.

- **Rhode Island, 2015, Governor Gina Raimondo:** *Executive Order 15-17 State Agencies to Lead by Example in Energy and Clean Energy.*\(^7\) Among other measures, this order stipulated that 25 percent of the state’s new vehicle purchases and leases will be zero-emission vehicles by 2025.

- **Washington, 2018, Governor Jay Inslee:** *Executive Order 18-01 State Efficiency and Environmental Performance.*\(^8\) This order dictates that purchases and leases of new vehicles by state agencies shall prioritize battery-electric vehicles (BEVs), and that if a BEV is not available, the agency shall “prioritize the most cost-effective low emission options available.” To facilitate their use, Governor Inslee also stipulated that every state agency trip will be made with a BEV when it is feasible.\(^9\) Additionally, the order states that the Washington State Ferry system will begin its transition to zero-carbon status by undergoing ferry electrification and “operational improvements that will conserve energy and cut fuel use.”\(^10\)
• Oregon, 2017, Governor Kate Brown: *Executive Order 17-21 Accelerating Zero Emission Vehicle Adoption in Oregon to Reduce Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Address Climate Change.* 91 In addition to setting a statewide EV goal, this order directed the state energy department, along with several other state agencies, to “develop tools and provide information” to school districts about zero-emission vehicle options when they are replacing older buses. The order also directed the state transportation department to assist transit agencies when they are making decisions about adopting zero-emission vehicle buses. 92

7. Direct state government to reduce waste from state operations
State governments consume large quantities of goods. In California, for example, state government is the state’s largest purchasing entity. 93 Reducing waste sent to landfills, and procuring products made from recycled materials, can reduce the climate impact of state government. (See “Set waste reduction goal,” page 10.)

State governments have many opportunities to reduce waste and increase recycling. Best practices recommended by the U.S. EPA for reducing waste include purchasing products in bulk, making paper documents available electronically, reusing cardboard moving boxes, reusing office furniture and supplies, and using durable dining ware. 94 State government can also commit to purchasing recycled materials, which both reduces environmental impact and can help create or maintain a stable market for recycled goods. 95

Examples

• Maryland, 2015, Governor Martin O’Malley: *Executive Order 01.01.2015.01 Zero Waste Plan for Maryland.* 96 This order stipulated that the state “shall consider source reduction in procurement, including the avoidance of unnecessary packaging and the return of reusable packaging to vendors.” To facilitate this, Maryland’s Green Purchasing Committee created a “source-reduction checklist” for the state agencies, which gives government offices a variety of actions and policies that they can take to reduce their waste footprint.

• Massachusetts, 2009, Governor Deval Patrick: *Executive Order No. 515 Establishing an Environmental Purchasing Policy.* 97 Governor Patrick’s executive order made it the policy of state government to, whenever possible, procure environmentally preferable products. Such products include those that contain recycled material, conserve energy or water, or minimize waste. The order also directed state agencies to “ensure that they integrate increased recycling practices in the disposal of their own waste materials.”

Make Statewide Policy Changes
Many governors can directly influence state energy, efficiency or transportation policy, depending on the regulatory authority granted to them and their administration by state law. Those cases where meaningful regulatory change is possible present opportunities for governors to rapidly reduce emissions on a wide scale.

8. Set strong building energy codes
Changes in policy to improve the efficiency of building energy use can have an enormous impact on overall state energy use and emissions. Homes, offices and other buildings account for almost 40 percent of U.S. energy use. 98 Buildings can also host clean energy technologies, including solar panels and EV charging stations.

One way to reduce building energy use and increase installation of clean energy technology is to amend building energy codes. Building energy codes es-
Establish minimum standards for elements of a building that influence energy use, like windows, doors, insulation and duct systems, and can require building designs that support the installation of solar panels. Many such improvements will deliver reductions in energy use for years or decades, because of the long life of buildings and installed equipment.

The process of amending building codes varies by state and often entails a process entailing both stakeholder and public review. Most governors lack direct authority over code amendments. However, many governors can either initiate or recommend initiation of the code amendment process, particularly in states where building codes are amended at the state level through a regulatory rather than legislative process. In Oregon, for example, Governor Kate Brown issued an executive order calling on the state’s Building Code Division to conduct a code amendment to require, by 2025, that new homes and commercial buildings meet stringent efficiency standards and be constructed to accommodate future installation of solar panels and EV charging equipment.

In many states, levels of building code compliance are low, undercutting the energy savings they deliver. But in places where they are implemented effectively, stronger building codes can make a big difference in reducing energy use. According to a Department of Energy analysis, adoption of energy codes with modest updates could, from 2010 to 2040, reduce carbon dioxide pollution by 841 million metric tons, an amount “equivalent to the greenhouse gases emitted by 177 million passenger vehicles driven for one year or the carbon dioxide emissions from 245 coal power plants for one year.”

Examples

- **Oregon, 2017, Governor Kate Brown**: Executive Order 17-20 Accelerating Efficiency in Oregon’s Built-Environment. This order directed state agencies to amend the state building code to require all newly constructed residential buildings to meet the 2017 Zero Energy Ready Standard by 2023, and that new commercial buildings will exceed the International Energy Conservation Code and American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) 90.1 standards when averaged across building types. The order also directed the amendment of the code to ensure that all new residential buildings are “solar ready” by 2020 and commercial buildings by 2022, and that all new buildings can support the installation of a Level 2 electric vehicle charger by 2022. Additionally, the order directed the Oregon Department of Energy to identify energy intensive industries that “have the potential to realize significant cost savings and energy savings through building code amendments,” and to submit a report recommending possible reforms.

9. **Shift transportation spending and policies to encourage low-carbon modes**

State policies that have historically focused transportation spending on encouraging automobile use are a big part of the reason why transportation is the leading source of global warming pollution in the U.S. Low-emission modes like walking, biking and public transit, by contrast, often receive limited state investment, leading to public transit that is unreliable or in disrepair; crumbling or nonexistent sidewalks; and inadequate or unsafe facilities for people who bike.

In many states, governors and their appointees have at least some discretion over how transportation spending is allocated and invested. Governors and their appointees also establish policies for the selection of transportation projects and the measurement of transportation outcomes. In many states, governors can direct state DOTs to:

- Prioritize low-carbon transportation modes. For example, state DOTs can re-allocate federal transportation dollars apportioned through the nation’s primary federal transportation funding
legislation, the FAST Act. Under the FAST Act, programs like the Surface Transportation Block Grant Program provide funds that can be used by states for a variety of purposes, including spending on transit, walking or biking.¹⁰⁹

- Establish criteria for the selection of transportation projects that include alignment with climate goals. Most states do not have a rigorous, data-driven process for comparing transportation projects across modes – a shortcoming that likely wastes taxpayer money on low-value projects and makes it more difficult for states to achieve public policy goals. Project rating methods like Virginia’s Smart Scale, which uses established goals and metrics to prioritize transportation projects, can lead to smarter investments.¹¹⁰ By including climate change, energy conservation and quality-of-life metrics in those criteria, states can help ensure that the billions of dollars spent annually on transportation projects support, rather than undercut, their efforts to combat climate change.

- Reexamine proposals for new road capacity. Highway expansion projects often do not make fiscal sense and can encourage additional driving that produces carbon pollution. Some states have reexamined the need for these projects. In Wisconsin, for example, Governor Scott Walker asked the federal government to rescind its authorization for a project to widen Interstate 94.

- Include walking and biking infrastructure during road construction or maintenance, as Delaware Governor Jack Markell directed through an executive order.¹¹¹ Besides shifting spending, governors can take other actions to encourage low-carbon transportation modes. Governors or their appointees can ensure that transportation rules do not discourage low-carbon forms of travel or development. California, for instance, eliminated the use of “level of service” standards for evaluating the transportation impacts of new development, which had made it more difficult for communities to add new housing or businesses in walkable or transit-oriented areas of cities.¹¹² Governors can also establish transportation mode shift goals, setting a measurable target for increasing the number of trips taken on transit, by foot or by bike. And governors can use policy tools to boost ridership or usage of public transportation. Under Maryland law, for example, the governor and secretary of transportation have authority to designate areas for transit-oriented development.¹¹³

**Examples**

- **Delaware, 2009, Governor Jack Markell:** Executive Order Number 6 - Creating a Complete Streets Policy.¹¹⁴ Governor Markell’s executive order directed the Delaware Department of Transportation to create a Complete Streets Policy that would, among other provisions, establish that “any time DelDOT builds or maintains a roadway or bridge, the agency must whenever possible accommodate other methods of transportation.”

- **Wisconsin, 2017, Governor Scott Walker:** Action to stop widening of Interstate 94. Governor Walker abandoned the billion-dollar expansion of Interstate 94, both by leaving funding for the highway out of his proposed budget, and by submitting a letter to the Federal Highway Administration asking it to rescind authorization for the project.

- **Illinois, 2015, Governor Bruce Rauner:** Suspension of Illiana toll road project.¹¹⁵ In June 2015, Governor Rauner suspended the $1.3 billion highway project. Governor Rauner directed the Illinois Department of Transportation to “remove the project from its current multi-year plan.”¹¹⁶

- **Massachusetts, 2012, Governor Deval Patrick and Secretary of MassDOT Richard Davey:** Establishing transportation mode shift goal.¹¹⁷ To meet their state’s greenhouse gas emission
reduction goal, the Massachusetts Department of Transportation (MassDOT) established a mode shift target of tripling the number of people in the state who commute by walking, biking or transit.

- **Virginia, 2014, Governor Terry McAulliffe: Implementation of Virginia Smart Scale.** Governor Terry McAuliffe of Virginia and the state legislature established a project selection system that prioritizes transportation projects for funding based on how well they address safety, congestion, access to jobs, environmental protection, economic development and coordination with land use decision-making.

**10. Incentivize electric vehicles and raise vehicle emission standards**

Most consumers want their cars to be clean. But the higher upfront price of an electric vehicle can be a barrier, while potential rollbacks in federal emission standards could make more efficient gasoline-powered vehicles harder to find. Governors can help solve both of these problems by strengthening incentives to support the purchase of electric vehicles, and raising emission standards to increase the availability of zero-emission vehicles and ensure improved efficiency for the overall market.

Legislation is typically required to create new incentives for electric vehicles, since incentives require either new funding or a change to the tax structure. However, governors can propose new or strengthened incentives or ensure that incentives align with broader goals.

While incentive programs can help consumers purchase EVs, statewide standards can ensure that the overall vehicle market is low-emission by requiring vehicle manufacturers to sell a certain number of low- and zero-emission vehicles. Governors can direct state agencies to adopt standards that align with California’s Advanced Clean Cars Program. The program requires vehicle manufacturers to meet average emission standards for all new vehicles, while also offering a steadily increasing number of zero-emission vehicles (such as EVs).

In states where regulatory bodies have the authority to update standards, governors may have the ability to initiate emission standards updates. In Colorado, for example, Governor John Hickenlooper began the process of adopting California standards through an executive order.

### Examples

- **Colorado, 2018, Governor John Hickenlooper, Executive Order B 2018 006, Maintaining Progress on Clean Vehicles.** This order directed the Colorado Department of Public Health to develop low emission vehicle standards that would “incorporate the requirements of the California LEV program.” The Colorado Air Quality Control Commission later voted to adopt the vehicle emission standards into the state regulatory code.

- **Oregon, 2017, Governor Kate Brown, Executive Order 17-21 Accelerating Zero Emission Vehicle Adoption in Oregon to Reduce Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Address Climate Change.** This order set the statewide goal of having 50,000 or more electric vehicles on Oregon’s roads by 2020. To accomplish this, the order directed the Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) to “conduct rulemaking for electric vehicle rebate programs.” These rebate programs were established by legislation earlier in the year. The order directed the DEQ to develop outreach strategies to make sure that the public is informed about rebate opportunities. In addition, the order directed the state energy department, along with several other state agencies, to “develop tools and provide information” to school districts about zero-emission vehicle options when they are replacing older buses. The order also directed the state transportation department to assist transit agencies...
when they are making decisions about adopting zero emission vehicle buses. They are to help the agencies and stakeholders assess the impacts of adopting this technology on emissions, cost and public health.126

11. Limit or slow the production of climate-altering fossil fuels.

To prevent runaway global warming, most remaining fossil fuel reserves must not be burned. To limit warming to 2 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels, 82 percent of known coal, 49 percent of gas and 33 percent of oil reserves must remain unburned worldwide.127 Therefore, preventing the worst impacts of global warming will require limiting production of fossil fuels, as well as their use.

Infrastructure for the production and transportation of fossil fuels, including wells, refineries, pipelines, and shipping terminals, typically requires permitting and approval for construction and operation. By holding infrastructure to high environmental standards, enforcing laws designed to protect the public, or denying permission for them to operate, governors and their administrations can limit the production or flow of fossil fuels through their state.

The avenues by which governors can limit new fossil fuel infrastructure vary by state and circumstance. In Washington, Governor Jay Inslee rejected a construction permit for an oil-by-rail terminal.128 In California, to prevent offshore drilling in federal waters outside of state jurisdiction, the California State Lands Commission announced that it would refuse to approve new pipelines or the use of existing pipelines to transport oil produced by Pacific offshore drilling.129 In New York state, Governor David Paterson issued an executive order in 2010 placing a moratorium on the issuance of permits for hydraulic fracturing.130 And in Pennsylvania, Governor Tom Wolf issued an executive order reinstating a moratorium on new leases for oil and gas development in state parks and forests.131

Examples

- New York, 2008, Governor David Paterson: Executive Order No. 41, Requiring Further Environmental Review of High-Volume Hydraulic Fracturing in the Marcellus Shale. This executive order declared that no permits could be issued for high-volume hydraulic fracturing for oil and gas until an environmental impact review of the process was completed.134 In 2015, under Governor Andrew Cuomo, the state made the ban permanent, following a study by the state’s Department of Health.135

- Pennsylvania, 2015, Governor Tom Wolf: Executive Order 2015-03, Leasing of State Forest and State Park Land for Oil and Gas Development. In January 2015, Governor Tom Wolf signed this executive order to reinstate a moratorium on new leases for oil and gas development in state parks and forests.136

- Washington, 2018, Governor Jay Inslee: Rejection of permit for Vancouver oil-by-rail terminal. Governor Inslee rejected a permit to build North America’s largest terminal to accept crude oil delivered by rail, citing risks to the environment and public health.137
12. Collaborate on regional climate initiatives.

Electric grids, highways and pipelines all cross state lines, making collaboration among states essential to reducing global warming. By entering or forming partnerships with neighboring states, governors can push forward region-wide action to reduce global warming pollution and enlist a broad set of resources across state lines for achieving climate progress.

Regional climate agreements have already proven critical to the nation’s climate efforts, none more so than the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative, or RGGI. RGGI is a cooperative effort between northeastern and mid-Atlantic states to reduce global warming pollution from power plants. The program caps power plant emissions, puts a price on carbon pollution, and reinvests much of the revenue into programs that advance the region’s transition from fossil fuels to clean energy. Since RGGI began in 2009, emissions by member states have dropped by half (due to RGGI and other factors).138

Governors have wide discretion to form partnerships with other states. The governors of both New Jersey and Virginia set their states on a course for joining (or in the case of New Jersey, rejoining) RGGI through executive orders.139 Governors can also enter meaningful partnerships that are non-binding, and consist of agreements to mutual goals, general statements of purpose or broad strategies. For example, the Pacific Coast Action Plan on Climate and Energy, entered into by the governors of California, Oregon, and Washington and the premier of British Columbia, consists of an agreement to a broad set of principles, strategies and goals related to climate change. Under the plan, signers agree that they will “[d]irect our relevant agencies and officials to work together” to “[a]ffirm the need to inform policy with findings from climate science” and develop “2050 targets for greenhouse gas reductions.”140

Examples

- New Jersey, 2018, Governor Philip Murphy: Executive Order 7.143 Governor Murphy signed an executive order for New Jersey to rejoin RGGI, a regional “cap-and-trade” initiative in the power sector. While initially part of the regional partnership, New Jersey pulled out under Governor Chris Christie in 2012 and gave up $279 million in revenue from the program. Negotiations for the state to rejoin are currently ongoing.144

- Virginia, 2017, Governor Terry McAuliffe: Executive Directive 11 Reducing Carbon Dioxide Emissions from Electric Power Facilities and Growing Virginia’s Clean Energy Economy.145 Virginia Governor Terry McAuliffe issued an executive directive to his Department of Environmental Quality to develop a “proposed regulation under existing state law” to limit the amount of carbon dioxide released in the state’s electric power sector. The directive also stated that the regulation should be “trading-ready,” which was seen as an important indicator of their possible entrance into RGGI.
• **California, Oregon and Washington, 2013:** *Entered regional climate partnership.* Governors of these three states entered into the Pacific Coast Collaborative with the province of British Columbia. This agreement sets up a partnership between the jurisdictions to limit regional carbon emissions, invest in climate-friendly transportation options, integrate electricity grids, and press their respective federal governments for climate reforms.

• **Governors of 17 states and Puerto Rico:** *Signers of the U.S. Climate Alliance agreement.* The U.S. Climate Alliance is a “bipartisan coalition of governors committed to reducing greenhouse gas emissions consistent with the goals of the Paris Agreement.” Signatories have committed their states to “[i]mplement policies that advance the goals of the Paris Agreement,” aiming to reduce greenhouse gas emission by at least 26-28 percent below 2005 levels by 2025,” “[t]rack and report progress to the global community,” and “[a]ccelerate new and existing policies to reduce carbon pollution and promote clean energy deployment at the state and federal level.”

• **Governors of eight states, 2017:** *Signers of the Regional Electric Vehicle Plan for the West.* Governors of eight western states entered an agreement to create “an Intermountain West Electric Vehicle (EV) Corridor that will make it possible to seamlessly drive an electric vehicle across the Signatory States’ major transportation corridors.” Signers agreed to take a variety of actions, including setting minimum standards for charging stations and collaborating with neighboring states to ensure optimal siting of new charging stations. Signers also agreed to “[i]dentify and develop opportunities to incorporate EV charging station infrastructure into planning and development processes, such as building codes, metering policies, and renewable energy generation projects.”
The Power of Appointment

Many decisions important to climate policy are made by state agencies, commissions and boards appointed by governors.149 Governors can lay the groundwork for climate progress by appointing regulators and agency heads who are committed to reducing emissions and supporting a shift to a cleaner energy and transportation system. State organizations that governors may have the authority to make appointments to include:

- **State energy agencies:** State energy departments and public utility commissions can set requirements and implement programs to encourage the rapid deployment of renewable energy sources and energy efficiency measures.150 For example, in 2017 Nevada’s utility commission reinstated the practice of net metering, bolstering the state solar market and ensuring that homeowners with solar panels would be compensated for the energy they send back to the grid.151 By appointing directors and board members committed to promoting clean energy, governors can ensure that future commission decisions will promote a rapid transition to a clean energy future.

- **State environmental agencies:** Directors of state environmental agencies can determine policy related to the regulation of emissions and enforcement of environmental laws. Agency directors and staff can oversee rulemaking for policies like the adoption of vehicle emission standards and tighter emission standards for power plants.152

- **State departments of transportation:** Directors of state DOTs often have the ability to guide their state’s transportation future, and help decide which transportation projects to carry out. By appointing directors with a record of supporting infrastructure for low-emission transportation modes such as walking, biking and public transit, governors can help states reduce future emissions from transportation.

- **Building code boards:** State building code boards can often set energy efficiency and clean energy requirements for homes and commercial buildings – affordable and effective ways to cut greenhouse gas emissions.153 For example, the California Energy Commission, which controls the state’s Building Energy Efficiency Standards, will require all new homes to install solar PV panels starting in 2020.154 These standards also include energy efficiency requirements and incentives for homes to adopt batteries.155 By appointing officials committed to moving toward low and zero-net energy buildings, governors can help reduce energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions.

- **Pension boards:** Nationwide, state employee pension funds invest billions of dollars in publicly traded companies. Setting policy to eliminate or reduce investment in the fossil fuel industry is an important measure to limit state support for an industry that exacerbates climate change through its daily operation and political activity. In 2015, the California legislature passed a law compelling the California Public Employees’ Retirement System to divest from coal.156 Such decisions are also likely possible through state pension boards that make investment decisions.157 Gubernatorial appointments to state pension boards can help reduce state pension fund investment in activity that causes global warming, potentially having an impact that extends well beyond state lines.
As America’s new governors step into office in 2019, they will find themselves leading some of the world’s largest economies at a time of incredible urgency in the fight to prevent the worst impacts of climate change. Sea level is rising, extreme weather is becoming more common and more dangerous, and a changing climate is resulting in damage to communities across the country.

Governors can take immediate action – often with the stroke of a pen – to reduce the dangers that global warming poses to the citizens of their states and people around the world. To ensure that those actions are as effective as possible, governors should:

- **Support accompanying legislative efforts.** While non-binding goals are important, legislation is necessary to create durable and democratic policies to reduce climate emissions. Legislation can also create enforcement mechanisms for achieving goals, and can provide appropriate resources for achieving real climate progress.

- **Set concrete, science-based goals.** Timelines for emission reductions should reflect what science deems necessary to prevent the worst impacts of global warming, and should align with broader state efforts to reduce climate emissions. Goals should also account for all global warming pollutants, all sectors of the economy, and where applicable, fossil fuel exports.

- **Give agencies timelines for action and ensure follow-through.** Many executive orders direct agencies to lead by example, form new commissions or study groups, or begin the process of adopting new policies. Such orders should include timelines for action. Governors must be prepared to ensure that those timelines are followed, and their orders are carried out fully.

- **Ensure that resources follow policy.** Governors should use their authority to allocate financial and staffing resources toward accomplishment of the policies they establish.

- **Publicize action and rally the public.** Preventing the worst impacts of global warming will only be possible with the support of the public and voters. New actions are an opportunity to share information about climate solutions and motivate the public to join and support future efforts.
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